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Let Y* be the space of termpered distributions with standard Gaussian 
measure p. Let (9) c L*(p) c (Y)* b e a Gel’fand triple over the white noise space 
(Y*, p). The S-transform (5@)(r) = jY. rp(x + c) C(x), l E Y, on L*(p) extends to 
a U-functional U[q](t)= ((exp( ., 0, cp)) exp( - 115]]*/2), 5 E Y, on (9);. Let 9 
consist of cp in (y)* such that U[q](-i{l,)exp[-2-‘~,~(t)*dt], 5~9, is a 
U-functional. The Fourier transform of cp in 9 is defined as the generalized 
Brownian functional 0 in (Y)* such that U[+](l) = U[q](-icl,) 
exp[-2-l JT<(t)*dt], 5~9. Relations between the Fourier transform and the 
white noise differentiation a, and its adjoint 8: are proved. Results concerning the 
Fourier transform and the Gross Laplacian A,, the number operator N, and the 
Volterra Laplacian d y  are obtained. In particular, (Azcp)  ^ = -A&G and 
[(d,+N)(p]^ = -(A,+N)@. Many examples of the Fourier transform are 
given. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Although the Lebesgue measure does not exist in the space Y* of tem- 
pered distributions on R, the finite dimensional Fourier transform can be 
generalized to Brownian functionals on Y* [3, 5, 61. This is due to the fact 
that (2~)~“” exp[ -i(x, y)] dy on R” has a formal infinite dimensional 
counterpart (2~) - m/2 exp[ - i IT b’(t) B’(t) dt] dB’ in white noise calculus, 
where T is a finite interval in R. This formal quantity turns out to be 
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related to the renormalization :exp[ - i ST b’(t) Z?‘(t) dr]:,, with respect to 
6’ by 
b’(t) B’(t) dt dB 
T  1 
b’(t) B’(t) dt 1 :6, dp(B’), 
where ,U is the standard Gaussian measure on Y*. Thus it seems to be 
reasonable to define the Fourier transform of cp E (L*)B, by 
@(b’) = 19. :exp [ -i jT b’(t) B’(t) dt] +,, cp(B’) dp(B’). 
This was taken as the definition of Fourier transform in [13]. However, it 
has been pointed out by Professors B. Driver and L. Gross that the 
statement “(:exp[-ij.b’(t) B’(t)dt]:,., (P)E (L*)$ for all (PE (L*);” 
[13, p. 419, second Remark] is not true. Thus the above definition of 
Fourier transform is not well defined. In Section 3, we will give a new well- 
defined definition of Fourier transform and obtain further properties of 
Fourier transform. In Section 4, we will prove some relations between the 
Fourier transform and the Laplacian operators. 
2. U-FUNCTIONAL AND B'(t)-DIFFERENTIATION 
In this paper, we will use the space (Y)* of generalized Brownian func- 
tionals introduced by Kubo and Takenaka [9, lo]. Let Y* be the Sobolev 
space on Iw of order p > 0. Its dual space Y,* is the Sobolev space of 
order -p. Then we have Yp c Yq c L*(W) c Y,* c 5“: for any p > q > 0. 
The projective limit of {5$; p > 0} is the Schwartz space Y of rapidly 
decreasing functions on Iw. The inductive limit of (Y,*; p 20} is the 
space Y* of tempered distributions. Now, let Z& consist of multiple 
Wiener integrals Z,(f) [S] of order n, n > 1, for f in &“Yp with the norm 
where II . II n, p is the norm of the symmetric n-tensor product &“Yp. The 
dual space Kn*, p of K,,P consists of generalized multiple Wiener integrals 
Z,(f) [4] of order n for f in @ “Y’Pp* with the norm 
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where II.11 n, --p is the norm of @ “9;. Define (Y), to be the orthogonal 
direct sum of K,,p, n 2 0, i.e., 
V’),= f GK,,,, 
?I=0 
where K,, p = R. The dual space (Y),* is the orthogonal direct sum of K&, 
n 2 0, i.e., 
where Kgp = R. Obviously, we have (Y), c (Sp), c (~5’) c (9): c (Y),* 
for any p 5 q 2 0. Here (L*) is the space of square integrable functions on 
the white noise space (P’*, p). The space (Y) of test Brownian functionals 
is defined to be the projective limit of (Y),, p > 0. Its dual space (Y)*, the 
space of generalized Brownian functionals, is the inductive limit of (Y),*, 
p > 0. Thus we have a Gel’fand triple (Y) c (L*) c (Y)*. 
The S-transform [9] on (L*) is defined by 
By using the translation formula for ,LJ [12], (Q)(r) can be rewritten as 
where II-II is the norm of L*(R). But the function exp( ., 5) is in (Y) for 
each 5 in Y. Thus the S-transform can be extended to (Y’)* by replacing 
the integral with the pairing of (Y) and (Y)*. This extension is called the 
U-functional; i.e., for cp in (Y)*, its U-functional is defined by 
where (( ., . )) is the pairing of (Y) and (sP)*. 
DEFINITION 1. Suppose the U-functional F of cp in (LX’)* has functional 
derivative F’(<; t) such that F’( .; t) is a U-functional. Then the B’(t)- 
derivative arq of cp is defined to be the generalized Brownian functional in 
(Y)* with U-functional F’( -; t), i.e., 
UC~,cpl(S) = F’(5; 11, 5 E 9. (2) 
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The domain of 8, is the set of cp in (9)* such that its U-functional F has 
functional derivative with F’( .; t) being a U-functional. To define its 
adjoint operator a:, notice that from (1) we can derive formally 
U[a:q](<) = e-IiC’12’2((e(~~r), a:cp)) 
=e -l1511*/*((~teL5), cp)) 
=e -ll”l*/*((~(f) e(.a, cp)) 
= 5(t) ~C~I(S). 
DEFINITION 2. Suppose cp is in (Y)*. Then a,!+ is defined to be the 
generalized Brownian functional in (Y)* with U-functional t(t) U[q](t), 
i.e., 
wa:cpl(S) = 5(t) Wvl(S), 5 EY. (3) 
Remark. 8: is a continuous linear operator from (9’)* into itself with 
respect to the weak-* topology. 
DEFINITION 3. Suppose atop is defined. Then the multiplication of q by 
B’(t) is defined by B’(t)cp = atop + 8:~. If F is the U-functional of cp, then 
the U-functional of B’(f) cp is given by 
UCB’(t)cpl(r)=F’(5;t)+5(t)F(5), 5~9’. (4) 
3. FOURIER TRANSFORM 
Let B’(t) and b’(t) be white noises given by two independent Brownian 
motions B(t) and b(t), respectively. It is shown in [13] that for each B’ the 
renormalization 
e(b’, B’) =:exp --if b’(t) B’(t) dt :bZ 
T  1 
is a generalized Brownian functional in (9’)* with U-functional given by 
U[O(., B’)](t)=exp 
[ 
-iJ <(t)B’(t)dt , 5~9. 
T  1 
Now, as mentioned in Section 1, the following definition of Fourier 
transform given in [13] is not well defined: 
4vb’) = s,. w, B’) cpw 4@‘). (5) 
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However, if we calculate formally the U-functional of 4 by interchanging 
U-functional and the integral in (5), we get 
By making the change of variable B' = x + <l T and using the translation 
formula for p, we can check easily that 
~[81(5)=~lol(-41.)exp[-~~ S(r)2df], 5~9, 
T  
where 1 T is the characteristic function of T. This formal derivation of the 
U-functional U[t$] of 4 gives a motivation for the following definition of 
Fourier transform 4. 
DEFINITION 4. Let 9 be the subspace of (Y’)* consisting of cp such that 
the function U[q]( -i<lr) exp[ -ifr5(t)2 dt], 5~9, is a U-functional. 
For cp ~9, its Fourier transform @ is defined to be the generalized 
Brownian functional in (Y)* with the following U-functional 
Note. From now on in this paper, 9 will denote the domain of Fourier 
transform given in the above definition. 
EXAMPLE 1. q E 1 E 9 and 4 = 6, the delta Brownian functional [ 111 
with U-functional 
WUi)=ev[ -~JTtW2dfl, 5~9. 
EXAMPLE 2. q=BEg and 4~ 1. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let e, =:exp[i IT x(t) B’(t) dt]: be the renormalized 
exponential functional [ 18, 191 at x E P’*, i.e., its U-functional is given by 
We,l(t)=exp 
[ 
is x(t) 5(t) dt , 1 (EY. T  
Then e,EQ and ;,=6,, the delta Brownian functional at x with 
U-functional 
UC&l(S) = exp -i j t<(t)’ -2x(t) 5(f)) dt 1 , {EY. T  
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the Volterra Laplacian A,cp of rp is defined to be the generalized Brownian 
functional with the U-functional given by 
U[A.cp](O=trF;‘(5), 5~9. (19) 
EXAMPLE 17 [ 183. The U-functional F of 6 is 
It is easy to check that F is an LP’-functional with F; and F;’ given by 
h”(5; t) = -F(5) 
Thus both A,6 and d-,6 are defined and 
A,6= -TS 
A,6=I (8:)‘sdt. 
T  
An interesting relation between the Levy Laplacian and the Fourier 
transform, i.e., (A,cp) A = -(AL + l)@, has been obtained by Hida and 
Sait8 [7 J. A simple proof of this relation is given in [20]. Here we give a 
relation between the Volterra Laplacian and the Fourier transform. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose cp E L@ satisfies the conditions: (i) A “cp is defined 
and A “‘p E 9, (ii) NV is defined and Nq E 9, and (iii) A$j is defined. Then 
(A,cp)” = -Av~-2N~-A$+% 
Proof. Let F be the U-functional of tp. Then the U-functional G of I$ is 
given by 
By condition (i), A v’p is defined and so F is an LV-functional. Let F;’ be 
the Volterra part of F” as given in (18). By a direct calculation, it is easy 
to check that G is also an LV-functional with the Volterra part G; given 
by 
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Then 6,., E 9 and 
S&-e - (a + i8t )2/2 6 
&T ’ 
where 6 is the delta Brownian functional given in Example 1. 
EXAMPLE 10. Let f~ L2(Rn) be such that the function 
is a U-functional. The ordinary Brownian functional 
= 
f 
Rnf(~,r . . . . u,) :B(u,)...B(u,): du, . ..du. 
is in 9 and its Fourier transform is given by 
(jj=(-i)” 
f 
pf(u,, . . . . u,) 8,: ...a:~? du, . ..du.. 
EXAMPLE 11. Let q=exp[iI.f(t)B’(t)dt], feL2(T). Then cp is an 
ordinary Brownian functional with the following U-functional 
Then cp E 9 and 
where 6,. is given as in Example 3. Note that this cp is related to the renor- 
malized exponential function er as 
v=e,exp[-ij:f(t)‘dt]. 
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EXAMPLE 12. Let cp be a normal functional [22], i.e., cp is of the form 
cp= . . . . uk) :B’(u~)“‘.~-B’(u~)~~: du, . ..duk. 
where f~ L’( W”). Assume that the function 
xexp[ -i[T,(u)2du], 5~9, 
is a U-functional. Then cp E 9 and 
@=(-i) “I+ “. +w 
I 
7* f(u,, . ..) ~~)(a,*,)“’ ..-(a;k)nkd du, . ..duk. 
The above Fourier transform has the same property as the finite dimen- 
sion Fourier transform; i.e., it takes the coordinate differentiation 8, into 
multiplication by B’(t). The proof of this property in [ 131 is rather formal. 
We now give a precise statement of this property with a rigorous proof. 
Recall that 9 denotes the domain of Fourier transform. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose cp and 8,q are in 9. Then (8,cp)” (B’)=iB’(t)cj(B’), 
TV T. 
Proof Let F be the U-functional of cp. Since a, cp E 9, we have 
where F’(t; t) is the functional derivative of F. 
On the other hand, since cp E 9, we have 
G(t) = ~C$l(O 
=F(-i<l,)exp[-ijTt(u)2du]. 
Thus G has functional derivative given as follows: 
G’(&t)= --iF’(-i@,;t)exp[-~~~<(u)‘du]--Qt)U[@](5). (7) 
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Note that t(t) UC@](<), 5 E P’, is the U-functional of a:@ by (3). There- 
fore, in view of (6), the right-hand side of (7) is a U-functional. Hence 
G’( .; t) is a U-functional. This implies that a,4 exists and by (2), 
wa,mt) = G’(5; t) 
= -iF’( -g1,; t)erp[ -ff~r(.)‘du]-u[a:gl(S). (8) 
Therefore, a,@ and B’( t)Q exist and from (8) 
wwbm~~ = ww4r) + uwm~~ 
= -iF’(-itl,;f)exp[ -~JT<(u)2du]. (9) 
The conclusion of the theorem follows from (6) and (9) immediately. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose cp and a:cp are in 9. Then (a:cp) A = -ia:& t E T. 
Proof: Since a:cp E 9, the following function G is a U-functional 
G(C)=ola:91(-icl,)exp[-~~~i(u)‘du] 
= -Z(t) Wvl(-iU,)exp[ -~~Tt(u)2du]. (10) 
Moreover, 
wa:d A l(5) = -it(t) Wf4 -i51r) exp [ -$3.,2d+ (11) 
On the other hand, we have 
umvxo = 50) mm3 
=5(t) Wrpl(--itlTIexp[ -~~T5(u)2d~]. 
It follows easily from (11) and (12) that (aj+cp) h = -ia.?@ 
(12) 
THEOREM 3. Suppose cp, a,cp, and a:cp are in 9. Then B’(t)cp E 9 and 
(B’(t)cp) A = ia,@. 
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Proof The assumptions in Theorems 1 and 2 are satisfied. It follows 
immediately that B’(t) cp E 9 and (B’(t) rp) h = ia, 4. 
EXAMPLE 13. Let 6 be the delta Brownian functional in Example 1. 
Then B’(t)6 = 0, or a,6 = --a:& This can be checked directly by using the 
U-functional. On the other hand, cp = 1 satisfies the assumption in 
Theorem 1. Thus by Theorem 1, (a,l) h (B’)=iB’(t)-i, and so B’(t)f=O. 
But f = 6 by Example 1 and so B’(t)6 = 0. 
EXAMPLE 14. ((8:)“s) h = ( -i)” :B’(t)“:. This can be checked directly 
from the definition of Fourier transform. On the other hand, it is easy to 
check that cp = 6 satisfies the assumption in Theorem 2. Thus (13:s) A = 
-ill:& But c$= 1 by Example 2 and 871 = B’(t). Thus (876) A = -W(t). 
Now, cp = 8:s satisfies the assumption in Theorem 2 and it follows that 
((a:)‘&) h = (-i)’ (a:)‘1 = (-i)* :B’(t)2:. It is easy to see that, in general, 
we have ((c?:)~c~) h = (~-i)” 3’(t)“:. 
4. SOME RELATIONS OF FOURIER TRANSFORM WITH LAPLACIAN OPERATORS 
In the white noise calculus, the system {B’(t); t E T) is taken as a coor- 
dinate system. The coordinate differentiation is the operator 8, given in 
Definition 1. Thus it is natural to define the white noise analogue of finite 
dimensional Laplacian by 
A,cp=s @pdt. 
T  
(13) 
However, 0(t) = atop is a stochastic process and af(p = a,0(t) is in general 
not well defined [18]. To define A,cp, let F be the U-functional of cp. Sup- 
pose the second functional derivative F”(& s, t) of F satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(i) for each t ~9, F”(5; ., .) is the kernel function of a trace class 
operator of L’(T), 
(ii) the function tr F”( .) is a U-functional. 
Then the Gross Laplacian A,q of cp is defined to be the Brownian func- 
tional which has U-functional tr F”( .), i.e., 
WA,(pl(S) = tr F”(5), t E 9. 
This Laplacian was introduced by Gross in [2] for functions defined on an 
abstract Wiener space. When the U-functional of cp is smooth, then A,cp is 
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given by (13). Then, in view of Theorem 1, we expect that the Gross 
Laplacian A, is related to the Fourier transform by 
(A,cp) h (II’) = -\ B’(t)*@ dt, (14) 
T  
where B’(t)*= (~?,+a:)‘. However, we do not know any simple condition 
on cp to guarantee that the equality in (14) holds. On the other hand, the 
adjoint operator AZ is well defined. This is interesting because the adjoint 
operator of the Gross Laplacian does not exist for the ordinary Brownian 
functionals in an abstract Wiener space. Moreover, AZ is related to the 
Fourier transform by a simple formula. To define the operator A& note 
that W(a:)*vl(O = 5(t)* Wvl(t), t E 9. 
DEFINITION 5. Suppose rp satisfies the condition that fT<(t)*dt U[~I](~), 
5~9, is a U-functional. Then A& is defined to be the generalized 
Brownian functional with the following U-functional 
WA&l(t) = s, Wz dt Wvl(S), t E 9. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose A&J is defined and q, A,?& E 9. Then 
(A;(p) A = -A,*@. 
Proof. By assumption A& is defined and so its U-functional is given 
by 
UCA&l(S) = j- 5(t)* dt Wvl(5h 5 E 9. 
T  
But A&J E 9, and so the following function 
G(t) = -J‘, t(t)* dt u[vl(-itlT) exp [ -;j‘TtW2d+ 5~9, 
is a U-functional. Since cp E 9, 
G(5) = -IT5(tJ2 dt W$l(O 
Therefore, A,$@ is defined and 
WA2r41(5) = j, t(t)’ dt UC@l(O. 
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Note that G is the U-functional of (A@) h. Thus we have 
(A&J)” = -A;@ 
Next, consider the number operator N defined formally by NV = 
ST 8: atop dt. Thus if F is the U-functional of q, then the U-functional of 
Nq is given by U[Nq](<)=J.S(t) I;‘(& t)dt, 4~9, where F’(<; t) is the 
functional derivative of F. This is the motivation for the following definition 
of Nq. 
DEFINITION 6. Suppose the U-functional F of cp has functional 
derivative F’(5; t) such that IT t(t) F’(l; t) dt, 5 E Y, is a U-functional. 
Then Nq is defined to be the generalized Brownian functional with the 
U-functional 
UCNvl(S) = j 5(t) F’(& t) & 4 E Y. 
T  
EXAMPLE 15. N is defined on Kzp for any p 2 0 and Nq = ncp for all cp 
in Kn*, p depending only on the coordinate {B’(t); t E T). 
THEOREM 5. Suppose cp E 9 satisfies the conditions: (i) Nq is defined and 
Nq E 9, (ii) A,$$ is defined. Then 
(Ncp)^ =N$+A$j 
Proof: Let F be the U-functional of cp. Then the U-functional of 4 is 
given by the function 
G(<)=F(-i<l,)eXp[ -$.,‘du], rEy4P. 
Note that F has functional derivative since NV is defined. Thus G has 
functional derivative given by 
Now, it follows from the assumption Nrp E 9 that 
U[(Nq)^](O= -if t(t)F’(-i51T; t)dt 
T  
xexp[ -i[TC(u)2du]r 5~9’. (16) 
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On the other hand, since A$@ is defined, its U-functional is given by 
WAF@l(S)=~ 5(t)2F(-i<lT)d~exp 
T  
[ -fl,WdU], <EY. (17) 
It follows from (15), (16), and (17) that 
is a U-functional and so N@ is defined. Moreover, we have N$3 = 
(Nq) h -AZ@, i.e., (Nq) h = N@ + A@. 
EXAMPLE 16. Let cp = 6, the delta Brownian functional in Example 1. 
Then 6= 1 by Example 2. Note that Nl = 0 and A$1 = jT :B’(t)2: dt. There- 
fore, by the above theorem, we have 
(N6) h = j- :B’(Q2: dt. 
T  
Finally, we turn to the Levy Laplacian A, and the Volterra 
Laplacian A y. 
DEFINITION 7 [20]. A C2-function F defined on Y is called an 
LV-functional if for any 5 E Y there exist F;([; .) E L’( T) and Fl(& -, .) E 
L’(Tx T) such that 
(F”(t), v 0 0 = j h”(t; t) v(t) i(t) dt 
T  
DEFINITION 8. Suppose the U-functional F of cp is an LV-functional 
such that the function ST F;(<; t) dr, 5 E Y’, is a U-functional. Then the 
Levy Laplacian A,q of rp is defined to be the generalized Brownian 
functional with the U-functional given by 
DEFINITION 9. Suppose the U-functional F of cp is an LI/-functional 
such that for each l E 9, F;‘(& -, -) is th e k ernel function of a trace class 
operator of L2( T) and the function tr F;‘(r), {E 9, is a U-functional Then 
683/31/2-l, 
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the Volterra Laplacian A,cp of rp is defined to be the generalized Brownian 
functional with the U-functional given by 
U[A.cp](O=trF;‘(5), 5~9. (19) 
EXAMPLE 17 [ 183. The U-functional F of 6 is 
It is easy to check that F is an LP’-functional with F; and F;’ given by 
h”(5; t) = -F(5) 
Thus both A,6 and d-,6 are defined and 
A,6= -TS 
A,6=I (8:)‘sdt. 
T  
An interesting relation between the Levy Laplacian and the Fourier 
transform, i.e., (A,cp) A = -(AL + l)@, has been obtained by Hida and 
Sait8 [7 J. A simple proof of this relation is given in [20]. Here we give a 
relation between the Volterra Laplacian and the Fourier transform. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose cp E L@ satisfies the conditions: (i) A “cp is defined 
and A “‘p E 9, (ii) NV is defined and Nq E 9, and (iii) A$j is defined. Then 
(A,cp)” = -Av~-2N~-A$+% 
Proof. Let F be the U-functional of tp. Then the U-functional G of I$ is 
given by 
By condition (i), A v’p is defined and so F is an LV-functional. Let F;’ be 
the Volterra part of F” as given in (18). By a direct calculation, it is easy 
to check that G is also an LV-functional with the Volterra part G; given 
by 
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G;(& s, t) = -F;‘( - it1 =; s, t) exp [ -&S42d~] 
+iQs) F’( -it1 r; t) exp 
+iQt) F’( - itlT; s) exp 
+5(s) 5(f) F( - it1 A exp [ -;@,du]. 
Since F;‘(t;; ., -) is the kernel function of a trace class operator of L2( T), it 
is obvious that G;‘(<; ., .) is a so 1 such a kernel function. Moreover, we have 
tr G;(t) = -tr F;‘( - it1 T) exp [ -f@4’du] 
-2 1, -it(r) F’( -i51r; t) dt exp [ -f//S42d~] 
+ST5(t)‘dtF(-YlT)exp [ -;j-T5(42 du]. (20) 
Now, by condition (i) A “‘p E 9 and so by (19), 
U[(d,p)^l(5)=trF;.(-iCl.)exp[ -i[Tt(.)2du]. (21) 
On the other hand, by conditions (ii) and (iii), 
UI(~~)A](e)=i-s(~)~‘(-i~l,;r)drexp[-f~~~(~)2d~]. (22) 
uCdZ~l(t)=f~5(1)2dcF(-irl.)exp [ -;jTW2d+ (23) 
Obviously, it follows from (21), (22), and (23) that the function tr G;( .) in 
(20) is a U-functional. Hence A ~,A,?J is defined and 
WAv4+l(S) = tr G’(5) 
= --uC(Ae) A I(t)--2QW471 A l(t) + WIASl(5). 
Therefore, we have 
A,@ = -(A.rp) h -2(Nq) A + A$@ 
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But, by Theorem 5, (NV) h = N@ + A@. Hence 
(A,cp)^ = -Avq5-2N@-A;@ 
EXAMPLE 18. cp = 6 satisfies the conditions in Theorem 6. Note that 
@=l andsod +j = 0, Nc$ = 0, and A,*1 = ST 3’(t)*: dt. Therefore, we have 
(4.6) A = - j :B’(t)2: dt. 
T  
Remark. It is worthwhile to point out the following three identities con- 
cerning the anti-commutative relation between the Fourier transform and 
the various Laplacian operators. 
(A&J) h = -A&?, (24) 
[(AL + fhl * = -(AL. + $A (25) 
C(A.+N)cpl h = -(A.+N)@. (26) 
The identity (24) is from Theorem 4. The identity (25) is another way to 
state the result of Hida and SaitB [7]. The identity (26) follows easily from 
Theorems 5 and 6. 
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